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International organisations and media highlight restrictions on media coverage leading up to Pakistan’s 

elections 

 

International election observers, media organisations and news outlets, prominently discussed the 

restrictions on Pakistani media and termed it as pre-poll interferencein the lead up to the general elections 

held on 25th July. 

 

The European Union (EU) Election Observation Mission to Pakistanin its preliminary statement on general 

elections noted that was the first time in the country’s history thatelections were held after two 

electedcivilian governments completed their full terms.  

 

However, the EU statement then went on to state that the elections took place against a background 

ofallegations of interference in the electoral process by the military-led establishment and the role ofthe 

judiciary as a political actor.  

 

The EU report assertedthat “media outlets and journalists suffer from severe restrictions andcurtailment on 

freedom of expression, which has resulted in extraordinary levels of self-censorship.” 

 

Giving examples of restriction on media the report of EU Election Observation Missionreport noted that the 

distribution ofDawn was disrupted in May 2018 following an interview with Nawaz Sharif. The EU report also 

noted that in March 2018, GEO TVwas taken off air across most of the country and was not available on cable 

networks in cantonmentareas throughout the campaign period.  

 

The EU report also stated that several key broadcast media editors received phone calls from 

state actors advising not to live broadcast the return of Nawaz Sharif on 13 July. Media were also askedto 

mute any statement that might contain “anti-judiciary” speech. In addition, media did not airinterviews 

conducted with the Sharifs prior to their return, or PML-N and PPP leaders’ accusationsagainst the military of 

engineering the elections. The media referred to the Lahore High Court ruling from16 April 2018 that upheld 

the ban on “anti-judiciary speeches”, based on Article 19 and 68 of theConstitution.  

 

The EU report also noted that an exclusive interview with Nawaz Sharif before he left London for Pakistan, 

conductedby a prominent Pakistani journalist, was not aired on any of the domestic channels. On election 

day, thestatement given by Shehbaz Sharif after he voted was muted on all TV channels. 

 

In a statement on July 27, The USState department while commendingPakistanis who turned out to vote 

expressed concern about flaws in the pre-voting electoral process, as expressed by the Human Rights 

Commission of Pakistan (HRCP). These included constraints placed on freedoms of expression and association 

during the campaign period that were at odds with Pakistani authorities’ stated goal of a fully fair and 

transparent election. The United States concurred with the conclusions of the European Union Election 

Observation Mission that while there were positive changes to the legal framework for elections in Pakistan, 

these were overshadowed by restrictions on freedom of expression and unequal campaign opportunities. 

 

The international media echoed concerns about restrictions on media in the lead up to the elections.  The 

New York Times article, “Military’s Influence Casts a Shadow Over Pakistan’s Election,” which was published 

on July 21, saidparts of the speech of Justice Islamabad High Court’s Justice Shaukat Aziz Siddiqui’s that were 

critical of the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)were not aired by local television news networks, but short video 

clips went viral on social media. 

 

An earlier The New York Times article published on the June 6 said; “Interviews with journalists and political 

analysts in recent days have been dominated by concerns that a military campaign of intimidation and 



 
crackdown on dissent is intensifying ahead of the vote — and nearly unanimously, none dared discuss it on 

the record.” 

 

The United States based Brookings Institution published an article ‘A Volatile Election Season in Pakistan’ 

discussed the “main factors shaping Pakistan 2018 election” and noted challenges in the distribution of Dawn 

newspaper.  It also discussed the reaction particularly online about restrictions that political parties and 

media had experienced.  

 

The Brookings Institution and The New York Times discussed the restrictions in circulation of Dawn and Geo, 

as well as the abduction of Gul Bukhari, contributing Op-Ed writer and analyst for the Nawa-e-Waqt group. 

Both also discussed the reaction to these restrictions and added that Pakistanis took to social media, 

including Twitter, to demand that Ms. Bukhari be freed, and noted that within hours she was returned home. 

 

On June 16, Bloomberg published an article entitled, “Military Tightens Grip on Pakistan’s Media Ahead of 

Polls” that detailed challenges the Pakistani media faced in the lead up to the election. The article began with 

the story of Taha Siddiqui, who escaped an abduction and was now living in France. The article quoted 

human rights organizations to have found that“Siddiqui’s experience is consistent with an increasing pattern 

of violent intimidation, censorship and political manipulation in South Asia’s second-largest economy ahead 

of the election.” 

 

The article also discussed the press conference held by General Asif Ghafoor, during which screenshots of 

certain journalists had also been aired. 

 

Anotherarticleby the editorial board of Bloomberg, “Pakistan Needs an Independent Civilian Government,” 

also discussed challenges to press freedom in Pakistan and noted the army denies any involvement with 

press harassment or election interference. 

 

United Kingdom’s TheGuardian article, ‘Arrests and Intimidation Fuel Fears of ‘Dirty’ Elections in Pakistan,’ 

covered the alleged role of the military in steering the elections in favor of the Pakistan Tehreek Insaaf party 

and said “Many journalists and online activists say they are under pressure to promote the PTI and mute 

criticism of the army or coverage of the PML-N.” 

 

The Wall Street Journal’s article published on the 26
th

 of June titled, “Pakistan’s Media Says It’s Targeted in 

Army’s ‘Systematic Creeping Coup”discussed the case of Dawn newspaper circulations being restricted 

following the publication of an interview with Nawaz Sharif where he was critical of the army’s efforts of 

counter terrorism. It also quoted a Pakistani media executive saying that “criticizing the military would be 

suicidal.” 

 

In the discussion of explicit cases of censorship and restricting free expression as well as the atmosphere of 

fear that has been created, The Washington Post published an article on June 26 titled“Pakistan’s Media 

Faces Threats, Abductions, Ahead of Vote.”  The article quoted Scott Griffin, Spokesperson of International 

Press Institute (IPI), that current attempt to stifle the media weremuch more elaborate than the attempts 

made in the past,” and added that the attacks and intimidation “are not random incidents but appear as part 

of a larger plan to muzzle independentjournalists.” 

 

Ahmed Rashid, in an article “The Assault of Pakistani Media Ahead of Vote. “publishedby British Broadcasting 

Corporation (BBC) on 4
th

 Julywrote, “A massive bout of censorship of TV channels, newspapers and social 

media is setting the stage for parliamentary elections.” The articles noted that journalists and media houses 

in Pakistan are noticing an increased and unparalleled degree of restrictive press freedom in the country. The 

article discussed both the concerns of human rights groups towards kidnappings and arrests of bloggers as 

well as the concerns of journalists and media executives towards a restriction in access to their content. 

 



 
The World Association of Newspaper (WAN-Ifra)expressed concern at the restriction on circulation of Dawn 

in parts of Pakistan and the implications of this restriction for a free press in the lead up to the country’s 

election.  

 

Similar sentiments voiced by the Committee to Protect Journalists in a letter written to the Chief Justice of 

Pakistan on the July 2.  In the letter, CPJsaid “The atmosphere of intimidation in Pakistan stymies the 

country’s press corps and undermines the electoral process. Ultimately, this environment of fear will 

undercutthe legitimacy and authority of the new government.”  CPJ urged effective actions to remedy the 

situation to “avoid weakening theelectoral process.” 

 

A Global Voices article published on July 20
th

, discussed the ban imposed by Pakistan Electronic Media 

Regulatory Authority (PEMRA) on July 12
th

 on national satellite television channels that prohibited airing live 

speeches of politicians as they conducted their election campaigns. It added that while this ban did not 

extend to online coverage, the censorship of election speeches was also seen online. 

 

While discussing these restrictions, and an overview of the history of censorship in Pakistan Global Voices 

article ended with the question: “In this environment, are free and fair elections possible?” 

 

 



 

 
 



 

 


